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Four Wings: An Insect-Sized Aerial Robot With
Steering Ability and Payload Capacity for Autonomy

Sawyer B. Fuller

Abstract—This letter introduces a new aerial insect-sized robot
weighing 143 mg—slightly more than a honeybee—actuated by
four perpendicular wings splayed outward. This arrangement gives
the robot more capabilities than previous two-winged designs.
These include the ability to actuate around a vertical axis (steer-
ing), and enough payload capacity (>260 mg) to carry components
such as sensor packages or power systems. To validate the design,
the author demonstrated steering actuation in flight, as well as hov-
ering position control using motion capture feedback. Analysis and
preliminary experiment additionally suggests that the robot may
be passively stable in attitude. The letter concludes by proposing a
minimal set of components the robot would need to carry to achieve
either sensor-autonomous flight, or power autonomous flight pow-
ered by supercapacitors. In both cases, earlier two-winged designs
do not have enough lift. This robot therefore represents a me-
chanical platform that is well-suited to future sensor- and power-
autonomous insect robots.

Index Terms—Micro/nano robots, automation at micro-nano
scales, aerial systems: mechanics and control.

I. INTRODUCTION

THERE are tasks for which insect-sized autonomous robotic
systems (<500 mg) have advantages over larger robots.

For example, environmental monitoring in agriculture or pol-
lution mitigation could performed in greater detail by using
more robots with reduced materials cost. Search and rescue op-
erations could be aided by their ability to operate in confined
spaces. And in outer space, where launch costs are primarily
driven by weight [1], they can be launched at lower cost. Their
development is also motivated by the engineering innovation
that will be driven by their restrictive size, weight, and power
limitations. This may result in, for example, new in-vivo sur-
gical health treatments and an expanded understanding of the
sophisticated capabilities of biological insects.

An open challenge is attaining autonomous flight—operating
without the need for a wire tether for control and power [2],
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[8]. Previous aerial robotic flying insect robots have primarily
been actuated by two wings whose angle of attack is allowed to
rotate passively on a flexure joint [2]–[7]. This basic design has
impeded the removal of the wire tether in three ways:

a) Insufficient payload capacity: Autonomous operation will
require carrying both power and sensor systems. Previous work
has included incorporating cameras [9], [10], an inertial sen-
sor [11], magnetometer [12], and a height sensor [13]. Recently,
I was involved in achieving the first wireless takeoff, which was
achieved by powering the robot with a laser power source and
incorporating a high-voltage piezo boost converter onboard the
robot [14]. While many of the components used in these ex-
plorations have been subject to continuous technical improve-
ments that have reduced their size and weight over time, they
have to date only been flown individually. But combinations of
components will be required to achieve power and control au-
tonomy. Below I argue that with current technology, the 130 mg
payload capacity demonstrated by current aerial insect robot
designs [14], [15] would be insufficient to carry a minimal suite
of components necessary for either sensor or power autonomy.
Sensor autonomy is the ability to fly stably in a desired position
without relying on external sensors such as a motion capture
system. Power autonomy is the ability carry onboard power
circuitry and energy storage. These will be necessary for such
robots to become fully autonomous.

b) Inability to actuate steering angle: To date, all flight
demonstrations have required a flight control strategy that al-
lows the body to rotate freely around a vertical axis (also known
as the robot’s yaw axis, z-axis, or heading angle), rather than
actuating it or “steering” to a desired orientation. Yet many envi-
sioned applications require control of heading angle, such as to
aim a sensor in a certain direction or to position landing gear. The
landing demonstrations in [16], [17] allowed the robot to land
on magnetic feet or electrostatic patch regardless of yaw angle.
Tethered measurements indicated that robots of this design can
produce steering torque [18], but in practice the magnitude is
insufficient to overcome the stiffness of the wire tether while in
flight. This is believed to be the result of anomalous yaw torque
generation caused by pitch flexibility in the wing hinge [19].
Approaches using nonlinear geometric phases to “wriggle” to
a new heading by oscillating about perpendicular axes [20] or
incorporating additional actuators to modulate wing kinemat-
ics [21] had limited success because they could not consistently
overcome the torque applied by the wire tether.

c) Attitude dynamics that are dynamically unstable: On previ-
ous designs, the attitude, or rotation state of the robot, manifests
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Fig. 1. I introduce a new four-winged robot design that has a mass of 143 mg and measures 56 mm diagonally from wingtip to wingtip.

a growing pendulum-like oscillation when operated in free flight
without feedback control [22], [23]. This can be mitigated by
using a high-bandwidth attitude sensor such as insect-inspired
ocelli [23] or a MEMS gyroscope [11]. Another alternative,
air dampers [24], [25], does not rest at an equilibrium attitude
and instead oscillates, and is only appropriate for low-wind
conditions, limiting its applicability. An aerial robot with a
passive stable equilibrium could reduce the number of sensors
needed, especially considering the extreme size, weight, and
power constraints of insect scale.

In this letter, inspired by previous work that explored larger
aircraft with multiplicities of wings [26]–[28], I present a
new, four-winged design for a robot fly that is intended to
address these three shortcomings. The mechanical system
weighs 143 mg and measures 56 mm from wingtip to wingtip.
Combined with the drive system improvements described
in [29], this increases its payload capability to at least 262 mg.
And the piezo actuators that drive its wings, which are its most
massive component, have been re-oriented. Rather than hanging
vertically below, which increases dynamic instability [23], they
extend horizontally from its center. The increased distance of the
wings away from the aircraft’s center of mass (CM) increases
their moment arm. With this arrangement, I show that the weak
forces produced by varying wing stroke speed in one direction
relative to the other (also known as “split-cycle actuation” [18])
are able to produce sufficient torques that the robot can
consistently perform heading angle rotations in either direction.
A similar, lateral arrangement of the piezo was investigated
for a direct-drive flapper weighing 598 mg in [7], but yaw
torque generation was not explored in that work. Furthermore,
I provide an analysis that suggests that this robot configuration
may be passively stable in flight. I provide preliminary evidence
of this consisting of long upright flights without feedback, but a
full confirmation awaits tether-less flights. In the remainder of
this report I describe its design, fabrication, and experimental
validation.

II. DESIGN

A. Fabrication and Operation

Each of the four wings is driven by a subunit consisting of an
airframe and a piezoelectric actuator. The subunit design was
first introduced by my research group [6] and is fabricated from
a single folded unidirectional carbon fiber sheet machined by
ultraviolet laser and laminated onto thin polyimid flexure film.
This simplifies fabrication relative to the many parts needed
in [4]. The flapping mechanism, inspired by [2], uses a motion-
amplifying lever arm to produce a wing stroke of approximately
90◦, rather than directly driving the wings as has been demon-
strated elsewhere [7], [30]. The wing passively rotates around
a longitudinal torsional flexure spring rather than being fully
actuated as in [31]. Slight modifications allowing for greater
lift through a higher flapping frequency [32] were additionally
incorporated.

Four wing subunits are joined together at their base with
cyanoacrylate adhesive and an additional mounting plate. A
bundle of six 51-gauge copper wires provide power and con-
trol signals consisting of a common bias and ground, and a
signal wire for each wing. Terminal blocks consisting of laser-
etched copper-clad FR4 connect bias and ground signals to each
actuator. The completed assembly is shown in Fig. 1.

Each of the four actuators is driven by a piezo amplifier
(PDZ2205, Trek, Inc., Troy, NY), except for the common bias
signal, which is supplied using a high-voltage power supply
(XP Power EMCO model CA05 with CM1 accessory) and trig-
gered by digital signal. The amplifiers are driven by low-voltage
signals produced by a digital acquisition board (National Instru-
ments model PCI-6259) installed in a commodity PC (Dell, Inc.)
running Simulink Real-Time environment (Mathworks, Natick,
MA) at an update rate of 10 kHz. This frequency minimizes
excitation of the brittle actuators at their self-resonant mode
near 1 kHz [33]. Performance was characterized by high-speed
video (Sony RX100V) and motion capture. To minimize fatigue
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Fig. 2. All three perpendicular axes can be actuated in the four-winged robot
design. Roll (x) and pitch (y) axes are actuated by varying the stroke amplitude
across opposing wings; actuating the yaw (z) axis (“steering”) is performed
by varying the speed of one direction of the stroke relative to the other. The
approximate location of the center of pressure is denoted by a dot in the upper
left diagram; the distance from it to the robot’s center of mass is given by rcp .
Arrows denote approximate stroke amplitude of each of the four wings.

on components caused by impacts, in the majority of flights the
robot was flown while attached to a Kevlar restraining filament.
The choice of Kevlar is motivated by its high toughness, allow-
ing it to absorb shock without breaking. The filament weighs
60 μg for a 30 cm length, constituting less than a thousandth of
the mass of the robot and therefore it has a negligible effect on
the robot’s motion.

B. Actuation

Robot actuation is performed by changing relative stroke am-
plitudes and speeds in a manner that is comparable to four-blade
rotorcraft [34] (Fig. 2). Flapping frequency is held constant at
160 Hz to maintain the same phase for all wings and operate
near resonance [33]. Each wing is driven by a voltage signal
Vi(t) = V0 + Ai sin ωt + μAi sin 2ωt, where Ai is the ampli-
tude, V0 is the baseline offset, and the third term causes the wing
to move faster in one direction than the other by adding a second
harmonic at double the fundamental frequency [6]. Wing drag
is dominated by inertia at this scale, at a Reynold’s number at
the tip of the wing of approximately 4000 [2], causing drag that
varies as the square of velocity. For example, to steer leftward
(positive yaw actuation), rightward wing strokes are performed
faster than those to the left. Control commands to the wings are
parameterized by the input array u =

(
Δ24 ,Δ31 , μ,A

)
, con-

sisting of the differential amplitude Δ24 = A2 − A4 (∝ roll

torque), the differential amplitude Δ31 = A3 − A1 (∝ pitch
torque), the relative magnitude of the second harmonic signal μ
(∝ yaw torque), and the mean amplitude A = 1

4 ΣAi (∝ thrust
force), respectively.

C. Controlled Flight

Hovering position control was performed using feedback
from a retroreflective marker-based camera motion capture sys-
tem (four Prime13 cameras, OptiTrack, Inc., Salem, OR) send-
ing position and orientation information over Ethernet at the
240 Hz frame rate of the cameras to a second desktop computer
running Simulink Real-Time.

The controller neglects air drag forces so that the task re-
duces to applying forces and torques to the nonlinear dynamics
of a simple rigid body under the effect of gravity alone. This
under-actuated system can move to any point in space using
“helicopter-like” control, in which the robot changes its attitude
so that its thrust vector takes on a lateral component to perform
translations. The controller tracks a continuous position tra-
jectory [xd(t), yd(t), zd(t)]T ; more aggressive maneuvers are
possible using feedforward attitude or torque commands [16].
An inner loop controls the vehicle’s pitch and roll attitude us-
ing a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) by calculating com-
mand torques. An outer, lateral position controller uses PD to
computes a desired attitude perturbation vector trajectory ẑd(t)
that is fed into the inner loop controllers. The outer loop lat-
eral controller assumes that responses to attitude commands are
essentially instantaneous.

I wrote the controller to produce array of commanded accel-
erations ũ = (τx, τy , τz , az ) consisting of angular accelerations
around body x-, y-, and z-axes, and a z-axis translational accel-
eration, respectively. This is similar to [16] and is more general
than [4], which was tailored to a robot with specific wing con-
figuration and body moment of inertia. This requires a mapping
from accelerations ũ to voltage signals u, which was calculated
by measuring the robot’s mass m with a scale, estimating di-
agonal elements of moment of inertia matrix (J1 , J2 , J3) and
the distance rcp (Fig. 2) using a CAD model, and assuming
thrust force is approximately proportional to amplitude [22].
This controller represents an evolution over a controller I previ-
ously wrote for the electrostatic landing demonstrations in [17]

The robot’s height is controlled using a PID controller that as-
sumes the vehicle undergoes only small-attitude perturbations,
using a linearization of the dynamics about hover:

az = kphez + kdh ėz + kih

∫ t

0
ezdt, (1)

where z is the robot’s height in world coordinates, ez = zd − z
is the error between desired and actual height, kph , kdh , and
kih are proportional, derivative, and integral gains, respectively.
Derivatives are taken by first filtering with a low-pass Butter-
worth filter reduce transients.

The robot’s attitude is parameterized by a rotation matrix R
that relates body and world coordinates according to v = Rv′,
where we define v to be any vector expressed in world coor-
dinates, and v′ is the same vector expressed in body-attached
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coordinates. The matrix R and body angular velocity ω′ were
computed from the quaternion representation provided by the
motion capture system.

Attitude is controlled by regulating the vehicle’s thrust di-
rection, which is parameterized as a vector ẑ consisting of
the first two components of the robot’s z-axis unit vector,
ẑ = [ẑx , ẑy ]T = [R13 , R23 ]T . The robot’s lateral position is
controlled by computing a desired inclination trajectory ẑd that
the inner loop controller follows. These are computed with a PD
controller operating in world coordinates

ẑd =
[

ẑdx

ẑdy

]
= kpl

[
xd − x

yd − y

]
+ kdl

[
ẋd − ẋ

ẏd − ẏ

]
,

where x, y and xd, yd are the actual and desired positions of the
vehicle, respectively.

A fast inner attitude loop regulates the inclination of the robot
by computing rotational accelerations in body-attached coordi-
nates,

[
τx

τy

]
= kpa

[−e′ẑ y

e′ẑ x

]
− kda

[
ω′

x

ω′
y

]
+ kia

∫ t

0

[−e′ẑ y

e′ẑ x

]
dt, (2)

where e′
ẑ is the attitude error, given in body coordinates. Note

that in this controller, torque about the x-axis depends on incli-
nation along the y-axis and vice versa. The attitude error is the
difference between desired and actual inclination,

e′
ẑ =

[
e′ẑ x

e′ẑ y

]
= RT

2

([
ẑdx

ẑdy

]
−

[
ẑx

ẑy

])
,

where R2 is the upper-left 2 × 2 block of R. In practice, there
is a mismatch between the thrust vector inclination measured by
motion capture ẑm and its true value ẑ. We adaptively estimate
the correction factor ẑ′c , which is specified in body attached
coordinates such that ẑ = ẑm + R2 ẑ′c , by assuming thrust is
equal to gravity and computing the difference between the actual
and expected lateral acceleration,

d

dt

[
ẑ′cx

ẑ′cy

]
= λRT

2

([
ẍ
ÿ

]
− g

([
ẑmx

ẑmy

]
+ R2

[
ẑ′cx

ẑ′cy

]))
, (3)

where λ is a hand-tuned constant that determines the speed of
convergence. The last terms in Eqs. (1) and (2) and the attitude
correction values in Eq. (3) represent trim values that must
be found for each robot because of manufacturing irregularity.
Once they settle to near-constant values, they are stored for use
in subsequent flights. With the exception of the kda gain used
in the attitude controller (Eq. (2)), which is strongly dependent
on the latency of the motion capture system and therefore was
hand-tuned, all gains were designed using classic Bode-Nyquist
control techniques implemented in the Python-Control library.
Yaw angle was not controlled, but will be implemented in the
future with a PID controller.

D. Attitude Dynamics Model

To investigate how vehicle design affects attitude stability,
we start with an aerodynamics model. Because the wings move
much faster than the body (≈100 vs. < 1 m/s) and have a much
higher surface area (≈1 vs. 0.1 cm2) , the model neglects drag

on the body. It also assumes the robot is correctly trimmed, so
that no net torque acts about the center of mass due to thrust
force differentials between the wings. Under these conditions
the only source of torque on the body is drag on the wings due
to motion of the robot through the air.

Wind tunnel measurements indicate that the magnitude of
drag resulting from frontal (x-axis) and lateral (y-axis) wind on
the wings is approximately equal, and varies linearly with air
velocity. This can be stated as f di = −bvi , where f di is drag
force on the ith wing, b is the effective damping constant, and
vi is the velocity of the wing is center of aerodynamic pressure
through the fluid [25].

Drag measurements for airspeed along the body-z axis have
not been yet been performed, so for this letter I assume the drag
proportionality constant b is approximately equal for flow in that
direction as well. This can be justified as follows. The force f
acting on a flat plate (such as a wing) moving at velocity v rela-
tive to a fluid is well approximated by f = −Cdv⊥ |v⊥|, where
Cd is the coefficient of drag, v⊥ = (v · n̂)n̂ is the component of
the velocity that is perpendicular to the surface of the plate [35].
Following [23], [25], to estimate stroke-averaged drag, consider
for example motion in the x-z plane for wing 2 (Fig. 1). Suppose
the wing is translating at velocity w in the x-direction due to
stroke motion, and at velocity v in the z-direction due to body
motion, so that v = [w, v]T . The z-component of the force is
for both fore-stroke (+w) and backstroke (−w) is

fz = Cd

(
w2 sin2 α − 2vw sin α cos α + 2v2 cos2 α

)
cos α,

where α is the wing angle of attack. Assuming the wings move
much faster than body (w >> v), the third term in the paren-
theses can be neglected. The first term is the lift from the wings,
and the second is the drag term. Assuming w does not change,
this gives b = 2Cdw sin α cos2 α. For flow in the frontal direc-
tion as calculated in [23], the proportionality constant is sim-
ilar, b = 2Cdw sin2 α cos α. For α ≈ 45◦, as is the case here,
b becomes therefore become identical for vertical, lateral, and
forward drag. If the assumption of constant w is relaxed, the pre-
diction of identical linear drag is not altered: the stroke-averaged
time integral

∫
ωdt is simply substitued for w in the definition

of b above.
Assuming negligible z-axis velocity, the essential character-

istics of the robot’s full 3D dynamics can be reduced to a 2D,
planar model [23], [25] following

θ̇ = ω

Jω̇ = Στ

mv̇ = Σf, (4)

where θ is the body inclination angle, ω is the angular velocity
of the vehicle about its x-axis, v is its velocity, given in body-
attached coordinates, J is the moment of inertia of the vehicle
along its x-axis about its center of mass, τ is a torque, m is
the vehicle’s mass, and f is any force acting on the body of the
vehicle. Forces and body motions are shown in Fig. 3. Breaking
down forces and torques into components and using that τ =
r × f for any moment arm r and force f , the vehicle’s dynamics
can be described by a linear state-space model near θ ≈ 0 by
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Fig. 3. Forces acting on the four-winged robot that affect its stability dynam-
ics. These consist of drag forces fd ,i (shown acting in arbitrary directions), a
thrust force f t equal to the sum of thrust forces from the four wings, and gravity
mg. Dots on the wings denote approximate location of aerodynamic centers of
pressure. Forces fd2 and fd4 are for the pair of wings pointing into and out of
the page (not shown). Top right inset shows the numbering convention for the
four wings.

TABLE I
MEASURED AND APPROXIMATED PARAMETER VALUES

using small angle approximations [23]–[25]:

d

dt

⎡

⎢
⎣

θ

ω

vx

⎤

⎥
⎦ =

⎡

⎢
⎣

0 1 0

0 − b
J

(
4r2

wz + 2 (d + rwx)2
)

− 4b
J rwz

g − 4b
m rwz − 4b

m

⎤

⎥
⎦

⎡

⎢
⎣

θ

ω

vx

⎤

⎥
⎦ . (5)

We investigate how rwz , the z-axis distance between the cen-
ter of mass of the vehicle and the center of pressure of the wings,
affects stability. We assume that the distance d between the
actuator subassemblies is fixed to be as close as possible. In this
model, using the parallel axis theorem, the moment of inertia
is given by J = 2Ja + 2mar2

wz + 2ma(d2 + r2
wz ). Here, ma

is the mass of a single airframe-wing combination and Ja is
its moment of inertia about its center of mass. I have neglected
the moment of inertia of an airframe subunit about its long axis
because it is negligible relative to the other two axes.

Fig. 4 shows the root locus of poles as rwz is varied and all
other parameters given in Table I are held fixed. The results
suggest that the aircraft will be stable if 0 < rwz < 2.0 mm.
This indicates that a configuration in which the actuators are
oriented vertically, such as that of [4], [18], cannot be made
stable because the actuators are more than 10 mm in length.
I performed a similar root locus analysis that shows that for
rwz = 2.0 mm, varying d has a small effect: it does not drive the

Fig. 4. A low rw z provides more robust stability. The root locus of poles as
rw z is varied from 0.3 mm (red dot) to 10 mm shows that the damping ratio
(angle of pole pair) reduces as rw z reduces, increasing stability. A third stable
pole in the far left half plane is not visible.

system out of stability and results in an approximately constant
damping ratio for the dominant pole pair.

Stability is enhanced by reducing rwz . Is there a reason it
should not be reduced to an infinitesimal? The following anal-
ysis indicates that a consequence of reducing rwz is reduced
robustness to torque disturbances τd . Solving for the equilib-
rium inclination of the vehicle in the full nonlinear case (by
replacing gθ in the lower-left position of the dynamics matrix
in Eq. (5) with g sin θ and incorporating a torque input τd gives

θ = sin−1
(

τd

gmrwz

)
(6)

vx = − τd

4brwz
. (7)

As disturbance torque increases, the robot inclines further until
it reaches horizontal. The maximum occurs when the argument
to sin−1 in Eq. (6) is equal to 1. Fig. 5 shows that the maximum
disturbance varies linearly with rwz . We can also solve for the
resulting steady-state horizontal velocity vx (Eq. (7)). The model
predicts that, for a fixed small τd = 0.1 μNm (approximately
what could reasonably be imposed by an imperfectly calibrated
robot or a wire tether [23]), inclination angle θ and horizontal
velocity vx increase quickly as rwz reduces (Fig. 5). Therefore
a vehicle with a large rwz is less perturbed in terms of velocity
and attitude by torque disturbances.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Calibration

To reduce torque biases, a manual calibration routine was
performed to add trim values. High speed videos were observed
and differential voltage amplitudes were applied to correct for
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Fig. 5. How rw z (shown in Fig. 3) is affected by torque disturbances such
as manufacturing asymmetry. (top) The maximum torque disturbance that can
be tolerated increases linearly with rw z . (bottom) For a torque disturbance of
0.1 μNm, a greater rw z reduces steady-state lateral velocity vx and inclination
angle θ.

observed torque biases. Typical voltage amplitude differentials
were on the order of 10–20 V. After this, approximately vertical
flights were possible.

B. Yaw Actuation

To demonstrate yaw actuation, the robot was commanded
to lift off with a baseline lift thrust of approximately 120 V
amplitude (peak-to-peak) at 160 Hz. Four flights with a leftward
heading turn command (μ = 0.3) and five with a rightward
command (μ = −0.3) were captured on video. In all cases, the
robot was observed to make the a turn of the correct direction.
Fig. 6 and supplementary material video shows one example
taken from each direction.

C. Controlled Flight

Fig. 7 shows the 3D trajectory of the robot. The RMS position
error during the last two seconds of the 5 s flight were 11, 8, and
5 mm for its x, y, and z positions, respectively.

D. Attitude Stability Tests

I recorded video of a number of flights of a robot in open
loop (no feedback) with an rwz of approximately 1–2 mm. The
model predicts that this is in the stable regime. In these flights,
the robot was observed to remain approximately upright before
leaving the frame (Fig. 8). To test the prediction that the robot
tends to self-right because its center of mass hangs below the
center of pressure from wing drag, I additionally performed
flights (n = 3) in which a 50 mg mass was added to the top of
a 2 cm carbon fiber rod extending vertically from the middle
of the robot. This moved the robot’s center of mass above its
wings (rwz < 0), which the model predicts will lead to attitude
instability. As predicted, it was observed that the robot did not

Fig. 6. Images taken from flights in which the robot was commanded to yaw
leftward (left column) or rightward (right column), with time increasing upward.
The time differential between each row is 0.125 s, with the exception of the top
two rows, which are separated by only half of that because the high speed of
rotation makes it difficult to discern direction. The bottom two rows are both
taken before the robot takes off to show that, despite hanging from a filament
tether that permitted free rotation, the robot was not rotating prior to takeoff.

Fig. 7. Trajectory of the robot performing a hovering maneuver. The green
circle indicates initial position; the red circles indicate set-point position and
projections thereof. The long axis in projections extends along the body z-axis.
The time interval between marks is 1/50 s.

recover its attitude when translating and instead increased its
angular velocity, indicative of instability. These results support
the hypothesis that the robot is attitude stable in flight, but
are not conclusive. Full confirmation will require a tether-free
power-autonomous robot that is not subject to its small but
unpredictable disturbance [23] and can fly for longer periods.

E. Payload Capacity and Instrumented Flight Scenarios

To measure maximum payload capacity, I added mass to the
robot while increasing amplitude and frequency: the flapping
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Fig. 8. Images taken from videos of flights in open loop that support the
hypothesis that the robot is attitude stable in free flight. (left) A flight in which
the robot was commanded with a strong positive thrust, performing a nearly
vertical take-off from the ground. Frames were taken at approximately time =
0 s, 0.4 s, 0.6 s, and 0.7 s. (right) A flight in which lift just barely exceeded
weight. Frames were taken at approximately time = 0 s, 0.3 s, 0.4 s, and 0.5 s.

TABLE II
ANTICIPATED MASS (SPECULATIVE) OF SENSOR AUTONOMY

AVIONICS PACKAGE

frequency increased to 170 Hz while voltage was increased to
190 V. Under these conditions, the robot was able to completely
lift off carrying a 262 mg mass.

The following two scenarios suggest that this additional pay-
load capacity is sufficient for either sensor or power autonomy.
The estimates below represent the author’s best guess at system
masses, but have not been demonstrated.

a) Control autonomy for hovering: For the purposes of this
letter, I regard control autonomy as the ability to hover in one
place and to perform simple maneuvers over a roughly flat, tex-
tured surface, without the aid of external position information
provided by either the Global Positioning System (GPS), or
from a camera-based motion capture system. Many application
scenarios for insect-sized robots, such as indoors and in clut-
tered environments in which the GPS signal is disrupted, will
require this capability. The proposed sensor package is guided
by previous demonstrations on larger rotorcraft robots such as
the open-source Craziefly (Malmö, Sweden), and the Pixhawk
flight autonomy system [36]. In both systems, control auton-
omy has been achieved using an avionics package consisting
only of an inertial measurement unit, a downward-facing time-
of-flight laser rangefinder, and a downward-facing camera for
lateral position estimation. Measured masses for the Craziefly
package are provided in Table II. In this scenario, sensor auton-

TABLE III
ANTICIPATED MASS (SPECULATIVE) OF POWER AUTONOMY PACKAGE

omy would be demonstrated with the aid of piezo amplifiers on
the ground connected to the robot with a thin wire bundle.

b) Power Autonomy: Power autonomy will consist of the abil-
ity of the robot to take off and fly using power stored onboard.
Necessary components are given in Table III. I assumed the addi-
tion of two piezo actuators would require a heavier high-voltage
circuit consisting of a larger inductor and a second parallel drive
circuit, increasing its mass by approximately a factor of 1.3×
over previous work [14].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this report I describe the design and performance results
from a new type of insect-sized robot that consists of four wings,
rather than the two included in previous designs. By moving the
wings farther from the center of mass, the robot can actuate or
“steer” around its vertical or yaw axis, which was not possible
in previous designs. Furthermore, the additional wings allow
for an increased payload that exceeds 262 mg. I additionally
demonstrated that it can perform controlled flight. Together,
these capabilities suggest that this design can serve as a plat-
form to achieve sensor or power autonomy. These steps will be
necessary for robots this small to have useful application, which
requires flying without a restrictive wire tether.

I also provide an analysis and preliminary data that suggests
that the new design may be passively stable in attitude while in
flight. However, a conclusive determination will require tether-
less flight. A passively stable aircraft is easier to fly and may
require fewer sensors, an important consideration at this scale.
The analysis also indicates that a larger z-axis displacement be-
tween the wings and the center of mass (rwz ) provides for a
larger “basin of attraction” that is robust to larger torque dis-
turbances, at the cost of moving the robot closer to instability.
But above a certain threshold, the aircraft becomes unstable,
such as any design in which the ≈10 mm actuators are oriented
vertically as in [4], [18].

I close by remarking that an alternative configuration in which
the actuators were oriented vertically would sacrifice stability,
but could allow for wings that were closer together, permit-
ting “clap-and-fling” aerodynamics as observed in larger flying
insects such as beetles [37]. This could increase lift by an addi-
tional 10–20%.
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